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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT 
 
In order that budgeting department worked methodically large body of 
informational and reported data are to be processed. Hence, budgeting department 
creation was proposed whose main goal is efficient management and cost structure 
optimization. For budgeting department could operate project of business management 
system is proposed which allows to combine primary and secondary processes 
(including materials provision) performed at “Runast” company. 
Interaction between enterprises and companies for different activities carried out 
on a contract basis mainly. With a large number of contracts ongoing at the same time 
efficient daily control over their progress is only possible involving information 
technologies. However, the basic principle is organization within value chain, but not 
links, where local financial and economic results are formed. Internal factors for group 
of independent companies development within value chain do not restrict the variety 
of possible solutions in terms of cooperation.  
Therefore, the project proposed takes into account not only the system itself, but 
the attitudes towards formation of efficient cooperation between the members of the 
value chain. At the same time the following components of cost management are 
pointed out: strategic planning of members’ assets investment value; organizational 
and management structure; major cost factors monitoring; the system of  “early 
warning” against negative and destructive processes at the different management 
stages; “value creation mindset” rewards; changes in communication with the parties 
concerned, in the first place investors. 
In practice, creation of such a system considering the feasibility study allows the 
top-management of a company to increase the profitability and the operating efficiency 
due to commodity flow optimization and to improve its position in the competitive 
market. 
